Are your members going to get GOLFING—mailed free each month of its publication (April, May, June, July, August) to golf club members' homes.

It all depends on whether you mail us their names and addresses.

*These lists positively will not be used for any other purpose than the mailing of GOLFING*

GOLFING'S editorial policy will develop member interest in the club and help each department tell of its ambitions and problems in member service.

Rush your lists—only a limited number of golfers' names remain to be added to the list.

---
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that begin to appear for the greenkeepers even in these tough times, because of the growing recognition of the vital character of their work.

The exhibitors found hope of sales in the situation, as buying interest was lively although actual sales were not much because of the absence of green-chairmen. The association got better than an even break on the show.

At the annual banquet a number of local and national notables in golf spoke. A merry floor show concluded the banquet festivities.

**Pacific NW PGA Votes on Secession**

**Pacific Northwest PGA** members in a special meeting, Jan. 30, voted to secede from the national organization April 1. None of the Pacific PGA Oregon members, including the president, Neil Christian, was present.

Principal reason for the withdrawal is stated to be elimination of PGA brands by the national body. Many pros in Pacific northwest had only concessions for PGA merchandise at their clubs and with PGA brand disappearance the objecting members figure they can't make enough to get by, let alone pay PGA dues.

Action may be reconsidered prior to April 1. National body points out that PGA and other pro brands of balls and clubs are available this year and is confident situation can be ironed out.

Central New York PGA withdrew from national body when no action was taken on its proposal for lower dues for 9-hole club members. According to PGA officials the Central New York group soon may be back in the fold. Texas group, which withdrew at one time, later came back into the national organization and now is one of the most active sections, remind PGA national officers, in expressing hope for early settlement of disagreements with the seceding sectional bodies.

**ONE OF THE** bright spots about the depression to the mower manufacturers is that reduction of maintenance forces is eliminating the man who had full and sole responsibility for adjusting mowers. This year, with over-burdened help doing their own adjusting, the mowers will be on the junk pile quicker. The same thing will hold good with sprinklers and other equipment, say superintendents, who see no answer in view of enforced curtailment of labor.